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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
The Entrepreneurship at
Cornell Celebration
conference is quickly
approaching! We look
forward to seeing you on
Thursday, April 11th and
Friday, April 12th. This year ?s
Celebration will be debuting a student panel of
leaders in the entrepreneurship community and
includes an eLab Demo Day and
Entrepreneurship Expo. To view the full
Celebration schedule and register to attend,
click h er e.
Congratulations to the 2019 BIG Idea finalists,
whose business ideas put them in the running
for $9,000 in cash prizes at the competition's
finale during Celebration. On Friday, April 12th at
eHub Collegetown, the eight finalists will each
present for three minutes to an audience of
peers, faculty, entrepreneurs, distinguished

guests, and the public.
The Spring recruitment cycle of Student
Agencies, Inc. and hiring of assistant
managers is progressing at high speed, as
student managers position themselves to
succeed throughout their peak seasons. I
look forward to an eventful and exciting
spring for the Student Agencies Foundation!

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

A farewell feature of the current
Editor-in-Chief of The Cornellian,
Gr ace Rief lin ('20)
An interview with SAI alumnus, Tu r k
An w ar (?15)
An overview of the eLab start-up, Pü r r o

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

-

-

-

-

M ich ael Su llivan (CALS '01), a former
Assistant Manager of Hired Hands, started
a new position as Marketing Sciences
Partner at Facebook
M ar sh a An der son (M BA '05), a former
Johnson fellow, started a new position as
Scholar at The Marketing Academy US
Rose Pem ber (A&S '16), a former Director
of Marketing, started a new position as
Part-Time Design Faculty at Parsons School
of Design - The New School
Jen n y Yan g (A&S '92), a former Manager of
Campus Promotions, started a new
position as Fellow at Urban Institute
Nadia M u h am m ad (A&S '19), a former
Business Manager of the Cornellian,
started a new position as Incoming
Assistant Brand Manager at Procter &
Gamble

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are an
SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something new,
please let us know here.

.

AFAREWELLFEATUREOFTHE
CORNELLIAN'SEDITOR-IN-CHIEF
GRACERIEFLIN('20)
In celebration of the
final submission of
the Cornellian, this
eNews is featuring
Gr ace Rief lin (CALS
?20), the
Editor-In-Chief (EIC) of
the 2019 book. Grace
hails from sunny
Charleston, South
Carolina, and is
majoring in
Information Science in
the College of Agriculture & Life Sciences. Grace
began her journey with SAI as a design editor for
the Cornellian yearbook, an opportunity she

sought out the spring of her freshman year.
Grace arrived at Cornell aware of her
passion for creating yearbooks after serving
as EIC in high school for two years.

Acting as EIC in high school, Grace took an
interest in product management and the
overall publication process, which pulled her
to the Cornellian. She has found many
intersections of working on the Cornellian
with her major, Information Science. Grace
truly enjoys information science for its visual
and design-oriented applications and
appreciates the diverse paths it could take
her. One of her favorite moments was when,
freshman year, Grace realized through her
Python class that computer and information
science was something she could see herself
doing for the rest of her life. Just like her
deep focus on editing the pages of the
Cornellian, she has found similar love for
spending hours writing lines of code.

As for finally having submitted the yearbook,
Grace is extremely excited to send it off. She
takes deep personal pride in the Cornellian,
which has translated to quite a few long nights
in eHub to piece it all together. While Grace's
perfectionism might let her spend forever
tweaking minuscule aspects of the book, going
through the final versions of the pages has built
up the excitement for seeing it in print. Grace?s
favorite part of the yearbook is creating pages
with her designs, and the suspension is building
until the moment she receives the printed
version of the yearbook.
Grace has grown immensely since starting as EIC
- it was not always easy, but she knows that she
has become a truly effective leader from these
experiences. Furthermore, the entrepreneurial
energy of eHub has genuinely inspired her and
taught her to love working on fast-paced teams.
When asked about her happiest moments as
Editor-In-Chief, Grace looks back at these past
few weeks of sending in the final submissions.
Every day, when Grace walks into the eHub

office is a joyous moment for her, as each
day her vision gets closer and closer to
coming to life.
As she leaves her position as Editor-In-Chief,
the advice she has for those who will fill her
shoes is that they have the opportunity to
build an entire editorial staff of amazingly
talented students - use them, love them, and
plan ahead!
While Grace might be vacating the
Cornellian, she is not leaving the SAI team
just yet! She is transitioning to serving as the
Executive Director of Human Resources.
Grace is excited to shift her focus and
enthusiasm to her favorite part of working at
SAI: our people! Grace loves how the SAI
team is already so supportive of one
another. Having seen a few iterations of SAI
teams, Grace thinks that we?ll have a lot of
fun and have a truly prosperous and
productive year ahead.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
TURKANWAR('15)
Tu r k An w ar (Econ om ics in Ar t s & Scien ces ?15)
began his Student Agencies experience as General
Manager of Big Red Shipping and Storage (BRSS) in
2013. He went on to become the Real Estate
Manager in 2014 and then was promoted to
President in 2015. Turk initially became involved in
SAI after he faced rejection during the business
fraternity recruitment cycle. Unlike the business
fraternities, Student Agencies looked past his lack
of professional polish and valued his initiative and
past management experience.
While Turk enjoyed his time working as Real Estate
manager, he was most interested in operations
and tech. As President, he worked tirelessly on his
passion project of making the Big Red operations,
which previously used manual and segmented
processes, entirely digital. Turk and his Chief
Technology Officer, Marc Baselga ?16, went through
the process of building a business case, identifying

existing pain points, prioritizing functional and
UX requirements, consulting with third party
developers, and pitching to SAI?s Board of
Directors for a sizeable investment in a full stack
platform that would help restructure and
modernize the business.

After graduating in 2015, Turk joined Domino?s
Executive Pipeline Program, where he went from
managing his own store in Phoenix to
overseeing 6 stores and nearly 220 employees
as a district manager in Baltimore. During his
first two years at Domino?s, Turk learned the
inherent difficulties of the QSR industry from
the ground up.

In Turk?s current role, he works as a product
manager under the company?s retail technology
and innovation arm. He considers it a fantastic
time to be at Domino?s, which last year achieved
#1 market share in the United States and the
world for pizza delivery. Innovation at Domino?s
requires the ability to lead quick and agile
development in an extremely operations-driven
environment, which Turk relates back to his
experience with SAI and BRSS.

Working on the retail technology team, Turk is
specifically tasked to develop and deploy
strategies for innovating and optimizing the
brand?s delivery experience. Domino?s is focusing
heavily on autonomous delivery in an effort to
introduce a new service method for its
customers. Turk spearheaded two autonomous
vehicle (AV) pilot launches last year in Las Vegas
and Miami, where the company was able to gain
valuable data that is currently being leveraged to
help optimize the autonomous delivery

experience for consumers. This information will
help shape the company?s ultimate AV strategy for
when the technology becomes a viable reality.

Turk?s advice for current SAI managers is to not
lose sight of academics while managing a full-time
job and classes. He encourages students to work
diligently in their roles and hone their ability to
interact with people as it has helped him
tremendously in his management roles since
graduation. ?Your four years at Cornell go far too
quickly and the skills you gain during your
undergraduate career will stick with you for the
rest of your life.?

INTRODUCTIONTOELABSTARTUP:
PÜRRO
?Find your purpose, become your own hero.? This
is the mission of Pürro, a personalized online
platform guiding high school and college students
to career success. The Pürro team believes
everybody deserves a fulfilling career and wants to
propel students to reach their full potential.

The team is working to bridge the gap between
career services and students that is very much
dependent on their educational experience, as
resources and opportunities vary at every school.
Pürro recognizes the problem that many of the
most informed and well-intentioned candidates are
unsure what a true day in the life of the careers
they are choosing is really like. Over 60% of
postgraduates leave their job within one to two
years, and over 20% of individuals will have four
positions before turning 24, which is a problem for
firms, students, and the economy.

The Pürro team, Don n ie Ham pt on (M BA ?19),
Ear l Roach (M BA ?19), an d Ch r ist ian Laf t ch iev
(M BA ?19), formed last year and first started
developing a
networking
platform. Since
joining eLab, the
startup has
transitioned to the
career exploration
space. Their eLab
experience helped
rid them of many
previous
misconceptions
about
entrepreneurship,
teaching the graduate students to be open about
their ideas within their community and that their
startup does not have to be a novel idea, but
must meet a need in the market.

Conducting customer outreach and discovery
has also been an illuminating experience for
Pürro. The startup team is grateful for the
opportunity to build relationships with their
mentors throughout the eLab program and has
especially enjoyed hearing their narratives of
their personal trial and error processes, as well
as their open and honest feedback about Pürro.

Pürro?s next steps are to finish creating a
minimum viable product (MVP) for high school
students and parents as well as college
students. The team is also working on a career
workbook to sell to parents and potentially
colleges and big firms for additional revenue
that will fuel product development. Pürro is
excited to work on its Kickstarter campaign and
applications to upcoming pitch competitions.

As Donnie, Earl, and Christian graduate this
year and are deciding upon their next steps,
they hope to gain acceptance into a fall
incubator program and bring on a technical
co-founder to Pürro to further develop the
business. Donnie, Earl, and Christian?s Cornell
experience has been greatly enhanced by the
development of Pürro through eLab?s
collaborative experience, and they are looking
forward to the future upon graduation this
spring!

